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Abstract: In the last 3 years was our department involved in the Adaptive Cockpit System
project. In this project were created new systems and modules in the cockpit of the F-16
aircraft so, that this system as a complex supports the pilot. The pilot of the jet fighter can in
the fulfilling of his mission often get to many complex situations, which make extremely load
and even overload. Created system should be able to determine the current state of the pilot,
current state of the aircraft and its environment and based on these knowledge to determine,
if the pilot needs the support and what kind of help. All the tests off-line and also on-line were
made on the Generic Fighter Operations Research Cockpit Environment (GFORCE).

1. THE ACS PARTNERS
The ACS project is oriented to the fundamental improving of the pilot – aircraft interface
using the cybernetics principles, advanced information technology and results of progress in
aviation and in other allied branches of science and technology. That led to formulation of
NLR’s project ACS - Adaptable Cockpit System. The consideration, resources and objectives
are formulated in Memorandum VE-2000-002 and it has been elaborated between NLR
(Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium, The Netherlands) and MAB (Military
academy in Brno, Czech Republic) in 2003.
2. THE SYSTEM
The role of the pilot in the future air combat is expected to remain essential. However,
technological advances are required to provide a “competitive edge” and involve increasingly
sophisticated tools for executing the mission. The challenge will be to create an environment
that:
- allows humans to deploy their unique qualities adequately, and
- fully exploit the power of the technical resources available to support the mission.

Advances in information assessment, artificial intelligence, psycho-physiological processing,
and human-interface technology create opportunities for an efficient sharing or exchange of
human and machine functions. This human-machine “partnership” will relieve pilots of the
burden of managing tasks that are not directly or momentary not essential for mission
accomplishment while allowing them to keep or acquire full awareness of the essential task
and mission information context(s).

Fig. 1: GFORCE Research Flight Simulator.
The new generation of aircraft will be equipped with adaptive cockpit interfaces. This kind of
human-interface technology will dynamically adapt or be reconfigured in-flight according to a
number of options:
- flight status, aircraft parameters and mission phase,
- actual performance and momentary work(over)load of the individual pilot, his/her psychophysiological state, and control mode,
- training and experience level(s) of the pilot(s).
The “adapted interface” will modify the presentation of data, depending on the state and
capacity of the pilot. It only presents information the pilot really needs for performing and

survival and will present it in the most effective mode and/or location. The general idea
behind this interactive technology is to ensure that the pilot is able to guide and use his
attention in the most optimal way to prevent overload. Hence, an optimal `supportive'
adaptive cockpit environment (ACS) that acts as a so-called `team player' is provided.
3. GFORCE RESEARCH FLIGHT SIMULATOR
As a test simulator was used the Generic Fighter Operations Research Cockpit Environment
(GFORCE). It is a large and full motion facility, which enables various fighters to be
simulated:
- F-16 MLU
- F-35 Joint Striker Fighter
- SAAB JAS 39-Gripen

Fig. 2: The inside of the GFORCE Simulator
The simulator consists from the 6-degree of freedom motion (6-DoF) platform (see Fig. 1)
and the G-seat with helmet loading device, which is complementing the 6-DoF motion
system. The out-of-window scene enables the full circle observations (see Fig. 2).
In the simulator were added several measuring systems, enables recording of several thousand
measured variables and to get information about the pilot and his state:
- Electro-encephala-graph (EEG)

- Heartbreak
- Respiration
- Blood-pressure
On the helmet is installed a special system – Eye point of gaze (EPOG). With help of this
system could the SSR module of the ACS decide, where the pilot is viewing and if he is
aware or not.
The integration of pilot and his biostate in the ACS submodels is showed on the Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: The basic structure of the pilot biological-psychic state model
For our needs it is not necessary to measure and store so much variables and we made a preselection to decrease the amount of the data. So were selected such variables, which era
necessary to identify the aircraft state.
4. KNOWLEDGE MODEL OF THE SYSTEM SITUATION RECOGNISER
The System Situation Recognizer (SSR) is the basic subsystem of ACS (Adaptable cockpit
systems). It is presented as a system, that is operating with the data of the pilot and the actual
technical state of the system on one side and on the other side is the environment around. The
outputs are the values of the situation set.
The required content of situation set is in brief the condition of the pilot, the aircraft and its
systems, the environment, the actions they’re taking and the mission goal. The operation is

understood in the tactical meaning (in what phase of the mission the system is located) as well
as the technical aspect (what the technical subsystems are doing).
Based on the required structure of situation set the knowledge is hierarchically ordered into 4
layers (see Fig. 4), which are sorted in the context “mission”. The first and highest layer is
“tasks”. Task is essential time and function part in the mission, which describe single parts of
the mission, mainly the tactical point of view. In the context “mission” the single tasks are
always disjunctive (there are never two or more tasks running at same time) and
simultaneously there can’t be a situation when no task is running during the mission.
The next layer is “subtasks”. Subtask is standardized and important procedure in range of the
Task. The difference is that it doesn’t have only tactical character, but the technical site is
included as well. Subtask doesn’t have to be disjunctive, but it is possible that more than one
subtask is running at same time. It is also possible that no subtask is active. Subtask can be
included in more than one task, and can have different parameters in each of them (the
characteristics must be the same).
The third layer is “function”. Function is an entity telling us the state or behavior of some part
of the system based on given attributes.
The function, that describes situation from the technical site, it is also possible (and expected)
concurrency of more than one function.

Fig. 4: The SSR knowledge domain analysis – tasks, subtasks and functions definition
On the lowest layer there are attributes. These attributes are entities determined based on the
data of the real situation, or based on the results of former identification calculations.

Attributes generally take the values in the discrete range {0,1, …, 100}, or the ┴ value, which
expresses the undefined value.
On the Fig. 4 there is illustrated the analysis diagram of the SAR knowledge domain. The
knowledge is firstly described and registered all over and decomposed step-by-step to single
entities.
4.1 Implementation of the SSR
One of the project goals is also make functional referential implementation. The base claims
are simplicity and lucidity. On the other side the effectiveness of implementation, hardware
needs, used platform and massiveness of the system is not seen as that important. This
approach is in the world of software evolution a little bit unusual, but it is important to realize
these facts: The main purpose of this referential implementation is to test the system as one
unit, the testing and support of knowledge base evolution. Important task is also to find and
eliminate conception defects and problems earlier, than the real implementation is done. On
the other side it will not occur that the system in this appearance will be tested directly in the
aircraft.
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Fig. 5: The SSR implemental structure
Due to disintegration of single parts of ACS project among several solvers we are doing
mainly SSR subsystem implementation that is forwarded in Brno. The interface between SSR
and other subsystems of ACS is still in the solving phase. The supporting parts of SSR are
identification mechanism and knowledge base. To these is mounted a set of tools appointed to
prepare data for the knowledge base and results of the output.

4.2 Used program software
Identification mechanism is solved in C++. Interference is presently implemented as the main
process, that apart of its own evaluation providing needed inputs and outputs – mainly for
communication with the knowledge base, normalization and processing of inputs from the
environment and formulation of output to related modules of the system (reasoning module).
The knowledge base contains several more or less independent parts, but the implementation
is united for the software. The main quest for this base was the capability of quick answer on
a specific set of questions like “find me the set of entities, that have its value of attribute A1 =
1”, because this type of questions occur most frequently during the interference process. This
quest led to search our DB system among present implementations of relation database
systems. After deciding about other circumstances and based on agreement among solving
teams was the relation database system MySQL voted. It was because of several things:
- it is dispensed under GNU / GPL license
- many tools to convert to other frequent relation database systems are available
- in many various software setting is supporting MySQL
- many supporting tools are available (e.g. systems to administrate the database using a web
browser)
4.3 Off-line tests
Because the aim of the ACS project is to support the pilot of the fighter F-16 in difficult
situations, it is necessary to test the whole system. In the first testing phase of the right system
function are made the off-line tests. The advantage of these tests is to finalize the running of
prepared software in “own home” environment without the need to run expensive flight
simulator and without pilots.
These tests are made upon data acquired from any earlier simulation flight mission performed
on the flight simulator. All data are recorded in a text file and the values of the measured
valuables are ordered in the columns. These values are then converted as attributes and used
in the form of questions to the MySQL database to find the recent functions, subtasks a task.
The described process is shown on Fig 6.
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Fig. 6: The SSR-server
Outputs are recorded in other text file and selected parameters are written in the shared
memory, where are prepared for next processing in the reasoning module of the ACS.
4.4 Results
On the Fig. 7 is shown the reconstructed path of the aircraft during the flight. The data from
the test flight were recorded not from the beginning of the mission; these are only data from
the part of the mission. The axes of the following figures are latitude and longitude and
altitude above sea as a “z” axis.
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Fig. 7: The reconstructed path of the flight
These data were enough for the phase of the aircraft state identification, but there is no
information about take-off, landing, and above all there is no information about using
weapons.

After debugging and adjusting of the thresholds, the module was able to identify the state of
aircraft and so prepares the knowledge for the next module (Reasoning module) where the
decision about pilot’s support will be made.
5. SUMMARY
During the mission the inference module is working with the knowledge represented by the
set of identification rules. These rules are describing the present situation and running
procedures based on values measured and normalized quantities. One of the goals of the
project is also to make functional referential implementation. The main purpose of referential
implementation is to test the system as one unit, the testing and support of knowledge base
evolution. Important task is also to find and eliminate conception defects and problems
earlier, than the real implementation is done. On the other side will not happen that the system
in this appearance will be tested directly in the aircrafts.
Identification mechanism is solved in C++. Interference is presently implemented as the main
process, that apart of its own evaluation providing needed inputs and outputs – mainly for
communication with the knowledge base, normalization and processing of inputs from the
environment and formulation of output to related modules of the system (reasoning module).
The aim of the off-line tests – verifying the right function of the SSR module - was fulfilled
and the created software could detect the flight phase. The next step in the testing is the online test, which will be made at NLR with help of the pilots flying predefined mission on the
GFORCE flight simulator.
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